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AIDS and New York Matrimonial Law

The largest number of people in the United States infected with the AIDS virus live in New York State. Some number of these New Yorkers are married, parents and involved in a disintegrating relationship with their spouse. Accordingly, AIDS-related problems will be a centerpiece of their divorces. Indeed, cases involving AIDS are beginning to be reported in the state's trial courts.

Our thesis is that the Bar and Bench should aim, as far as possible, to treat an AIDS-related divorce identically to any other divorce involving a spouse with a progressive, inevitably fatal disease. This goal serves the important policies of confidentiality and non-discrimination that are at the core of public health strategy to contain the spread of the AIDS virus. It also promotes vitally needed cooperation between spouses in preparing the family unit for the simultaneous tragedies of death and divorce.

First, this article briefly outlines basic medical facts about AIDS. We then suggest the approach courts and lawyers should take in cases involving AIDS-related divorce issues including grounds, economics, child
custody and involuntary blood tests. Finally, we make broader recommendations for how divorce counsel and courts can help families undergoing an AIDS-related divorce cope with their devastating problems.

**Basic Medical Facts About AIDS**

**A. Definition and Symptoms.**

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome ("AIDS") is not a single disease but a spectrum of conditions resulting from infection with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus ("HIV virus"). The HIV virus attacks the body's immune system, making it less able to combat disease.

The HIV virus causes a range of manifestations in exposed people. The nature of the manifestations, not infection with the virus, determines whether the infected person has AIDS.4

1. **Seropositivity and blood testing.**

A seropositive person is someone whose immune system produces detectable antibodies (substances produced in the blood to fight disease organisms) to the HIV virus. Seroconversion is that point in time when antibodies first become detectable by a blood test, resulting in the individual becoming "seropositive."

A seropositive blood test does not show that a person has AIDS, or any other disease caused by HIV infection, or will develop one in the future. It shows only that he has been exposed to the HIV virus and presumably is infected.3 At the time of seroconversion the infected person may exhibit a short-term flu-like illness, or may show no symptoms at all ("asymptomatic").

The time between exposure to the HIV virus and a seropositive antibody test is usually two months, but can range up to twelve months.8 The blood test produces a small percentage of false positive (and negative) results.7 Health authorities believe that seropositive people should consider themselves capable of transmitting the HIV virus to others through sexual activity, needle sharing, or pregnancy, and should take appropriate precautions.

2. **HIV infected.**

This category contains most seroconverted people. They are infected but show no visible symptoms. Although the immune system of an HIV infected person has not yet been seriously damaged, abnormalities in laboratory blood tests begin to appear. HIV infected people may, however, remain asymptomatic for many years. How many of them will eventually develop ARC or AIDS will be discussed subsequently.

3. **ARC (AIDS Related Complex).**

This somewhat elastic category includes HIV infected people with a range of clinical symptoms and conditions that show evidence of their infection. It does not include, however, people with the "opportunistic diseases" included within the Center for Disease Control's definition of AIDS.8

4. **AIDS.**

Patients with AIDS: (a) test seropositive for the HIV virus; (b) show changes in laboratory tests of their immune system; (c) show symptoms of "opportunistic infections" or other serious diseases that indicate underlying cellular immunodeficiency, and (d) have no other explanation for their conditions.9

---

3 A similar policy of non-discrimination Employment was recently recommended by the Citizens Commission on AIDS for New York City and Northern New Jersey. The Commission was co-chaired by John Jacobs, chief executive officer of the National Urban League and John Zuccotti, a former Deputy Mayor of New York City. Its diverse membership drew on some of the most talented people in New York. The Commission's "Bill of Rights" consisting of pledges of non-discrimination were adopted by a number of the nation's leading employers (e.g. IBM, ITT, Chemical Bank and Johnson & Johnson) with over 1.5 million employees. N.Times, Feb. 18, 1988 at B11, col. 1-4.

4 We have drawn on the HIV disease classification system of a recent Committee Report of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, which in turn adapted its classification system from a National Institute of Justice Report. Joint Subcommittee on AIDS in the Criminal Justice System of the Committee on Corrections and Committee on Criminal Justice Operations and Budget, AIDS and the Criminal Justice System: A Preliminary Report and Recommendations, 42 REC. A.B. CITY N.Y. 901, 902 (1987). The classification system is consistent with the Centers for Disease Control's definition of AIDS.

2 AIDS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, supra note 1, at 8.

8 HIV in-... the lymph tissues; sarcoma (a malignant form of skin cancer) and various tumors of the lymph tissue; other conditions related to the HIV infection or defects in immunity like chronic lymphoid intestinal pneumonitis (which causes chronic diarrhea).
From thirty to forty percent of AIDS patients show symptoms of brain disease or damage to the spinal cord. Psychotic episodes may appear and motor and coordination changes are seen quite frequently, occasionally as the earliest presenting problem. Not all the symptoms, however, are the result of the HIV virus infection of the brain or nerve tissues; some are related to the opportunistic infections that define AIDS. Also, certain drugs used to treat these opportunistic infections may affect mental functioning, causing hallucinations or changes in personality.

B. Incidence.

How large the base of the HIV infection pyramid really is— that is, how many people are actually infected - can only be estimated. The "conversation rate" from asymptomatic infection to clinical symptoms is the subject of intensive study and informed speculation.

In 1987 the American Medical Association reported that the number of HIV infected people in the United States "may number 1.5 million, approximately 35,000 of whom have been reported to suffer from AIDS and more than 20,000 of whom are dead." Recently, federal public health officials have revised their estimates upward and predict that at least 450,000 Americans will be diagnosed as having AIDS by the end of 1993 and as many as 100,000 new cases will be reported in that year alone. As of July, 1988 more than 14,000 New York City residents have been diagnosed as having AIDS.

C. Prognosis and treatment

There is no cure for AIDS and no vaccine that will stop the spread of the HIV virus. Only a single drug, AZT, has been licensed to treat infection with the HIV virus itself, although other drugs are available to treat the opportunistic infections that help define AIDS. AZT prolongs life in some patients, but it is highly toxic. Another group of AIDS-related drugs is under experimental study. The Food and Drug Administration recently projected, however, that these experiments were unlikely to yield more than one or two new useful drugs before 1991.

About fifty-eight percent of all patients diagnosed as having AIDS have died. The death rate increases to more than seventy percent two years after diagnosis; some people, however, are still alive after seven years. "In New York City, AIDS is the leading cause of death among men 25 to 44 years old and women 25 to 34. . . . Of the persons in whom AIDS was diagnosed before 1983, 87 percent are dead."

D. Transmission

Current research establishes that HIV infection is primarily transmitted through heterosexual or homosexual sexual acts. It can also be transmitted via blood through transfusions, the sharing of contaminated needles or from pregnant mothers to their fetuses. Unlike the viruses that cause most transmissible diseases—colds, flu, measles, etc.—the HIV virus is not transmitted through sneezing, coughing, eating or drinking from common utensils, or merely being around an infected person. An ongoing study at Montefiore Hospital in New York, one of many confirming that the HIV virus is not transmitted through "casual contact", is described in a recent article:


12 Id. The speculative nature of estimates of the total number of HIV infected people is illustrated by New York City's recent "downward" modification of the number of HIV infected residents. In 1983 the City estimated the number to be 400,000, or about 1 in 18 residents. Health officials recently revised the number to 250,000 based on a "reduction" of the estimated population of homosexual men. N.Y. Times, July 20, 1988 at A1, col. 1. See also N.Y. Times July 22, 1988 at B4, col. 2 for an article describing the difficulties of making accurate estimates of the scope of HIV infection.

13 AMA AIDS Report, supra, note 11, at 2097.

14 The figures are not formally published, but have been reported in the newspapers. N.Y. Times, July 14, 1988 at B9 col. 4. Recently, researchers at the Centers For Disease Control issued a report projecting that ninety-nine percent of HIV infected people will eventually contact ARC or AIDS. This projection is based on a mathematical model drawn from a sample of gay men in San Francisco. Not all medical experts agree with this figure but, as stated by New York City Health Commissioner Dr. Steven Joseph: "The 99 percent projection reinforces all our pessimism both for individuals and the drain on resources. I don't know anyone in the field who does not agree that the overwhelming percentage of infected people will have serious if not severe symptomology, in the high 80's, 90's - as close to universal as you can get in medicine." Id.


16 Id. at B4, col. 1-3.

17 Weinberg & Murray, supra note 15, at 1470.

18 AIDS Update, supra note 6, at 7-8.

Matrimonial Law and AIDS

A. Grounds for divorce.

New York is a fault divorce state which also permits divorce by mutual consent. Fault need not be established if the parties separate for a year or more pursuant to a written separation agreement. Absent such agreement, to obtain a judgement of separation leading to divorce, or a divorce, a spouse must establish "marital fault." Because the HIV virus is sexually transmitted or transmitted through sharing of contaminated needles by drug addicts, it is easy to create arguments that the infected spouse is "at fault" for the divorce. Vital public policy to control the spread of AIDS, however, outweighs permitting a spouse to use evidence of HIV infection as proof of marital fault in a divorce action. Public health strategy seeks to limit the spread of the HIV virus by encouraging voluntary testing, disclosure of infection to sexual partners, and abstinence from high risk behavior. This strategy is implemented by assuring AIDS victims of confidentiality and non-discrimination.

A further policy aim is to encourage a divorcing family with an AIDS parent/spouse to work together. The spouses and their children face the monumental tasks of coping with the emotional and financial implications of simultaneous death and divorce. Retrospective fault recrimination destroys whatever modicum of cooperation might otherwise be possible. Strong indications that the courts disfavor fault based arguments in AIDS cases will encourage lawyers to temper the level of acrimony.

1. Adultery.

Adultery, one of the grounds of marital fault, is "the commission of an act of sexual or deviate sexual intercourse, voluntarily performed by the defendant, with a person other than the plaintiff after the marriage of plaintiff and defendant." Assume that the plaintiff in a divorce action has a seronegative and the defendant a seropositive test for the HIV virus. Plaintiff seeks to introduce the defendant's test results into evidence, arguing that it is proof of adultery. The court might believe that the blood test alone (assuming its accuracy) does not conclusively establish that the defendant has committed adultery, since it is possible that the virus was transmitted through needle sharing or blood transfusion. Nor does a seropositive blood test establish the time of transmission and any act of sexual intercourse that may be related to it. However, since the most common transmission method is through sexual intercourse, counsel might argue that seropositivity has some probative value on the adultery claim.

We believe, however, that whatever probative value the blood test result may have, is far outweighed by its prejudicial effect on both public health strategy and on the parties future.

Admission of the blood test result into evidence will create a fear that the infected spouse will be publicly revealed to be HIV positive and make it less likely that high risk groups will cooperate with voluntary testing. There is a high risk of discrimination if employers, co-workers and friends know of a positive test result. Moreover, there is also a high risk that the estranged

26 AIDS Update, supra note 6, at 8.
21 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 170(5)-(6) (McKinney 1988)
22 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 200 (McKinney 1988)
23 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 170(1)-(6) (McKinney 1988)
25 See McMahon v. McMahon, 100 A.D.2d 826, 827, 474 N.Y.S.2d 974, 974-75 (1st Dep't 1984) (explaining reasons for rule disallowing pre-trial discovery on marital fault): "[I]n most instances, other than to exacerbate an already frequently acrimonious relationship, no purpose would be served in allowing discovery of the various charge and countercharge of misconduct which an estranged husband and wife engage in hurling at each other. Whatever possibility there might exist for the couple involved in this litigation to be able to deal courteously with each other in the future, if only for the sake of their children would be rendered even more unlikely by further exploration into specific acts of wrongdoing." 26 See Mbenkin & Kornhauser, Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce, 88 YALE L. J. 950 (1979)(discussing the impact of substantive and procedural rules on negotiation of divorce settlements).
27 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 170(4)(McKinney 1988)
28 See supra at note 7 and accompanying text.
29 E.g., President's AIDS Commission Report, supra note 24; AMA AIDS Report, supra note 11, at 2098; Conference Health Experts Rule Out Mandatory Testing, 2 AIDS POLICY & LAW NO. 4 (March 11, 1987) (reporting consensus results of national conference convened by federal public health officials). See South Florida Blood Service, Inc. v. Rasmussen, 457 So. 2d 799, 802 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App., 1985) (denying disclosure of names of blood bank donors to plaintiff who alleged the transmission of the HIV virus through a blood transfusion);"AIDS is the modern day equivalent of leprosy. AIDS, or a mere suspicion of AIDS, can lead to discrimination in employment, education, housing and even medical treatment."
spouse or counsel will abusively misuse the information.

A divorcing party, furthermore, is entitled to a jury trial on marital fault.\textsuperscript{30} HIV infection is sometimes confused with moral retribution for homosexuality, "deviate" sexual practices and drug addiction. Evidence that a divorce defendant is seropositive might induce a jury to "convict" him of adultery even though he acquired the virus "innocently" through needle sharing or blood transfusion.

Finally, admission of the blood test results will only exacerbate the deteriorating relationship between estranged spouses, making planning for the future on a cooperative basis almost impossible.

The plaintiff should be required to prove adultery by more traditional means (e.g. hiring a private detective) which are less likely to offend the emerging public policy of non-discrimination against AIDS carriers.

2. Cruel and inhuman treatment.

"Cruel and inhuman treatment" of the plaintiff by the defendant is also marital fault. The statute defines the term as "conduct of the defendant...[that] so endangers the physical or mental well-being of the plaintiff as renders it unsafe or improper to cohabit with the defendant."\textsuperscript{31}

Again, assume that the defendant has tested positive and the plaintiff negative, and the plaintiff offers the defendant's test results as proof of cruel and inhuman treatment.

The court should again reject the offer of proof. There is no danger that the defendant will transmit the HIV virus to the plaintiff through casual contact. It is not "unsafe or improper" to cohabit with an HIV infected person so long as the spouses abstain from high risk behavior.

The only circumstances we can conceive of that would justify receiving the evidence of the HIV positive test is when the plaintiff establishes a \textit{prima facie} case that the defendant intentionally or negligently transmitted the AIDS virus. Such conduct might be both a crime and tort.\textsuperscript{32} It could thus also be "cruel and inhuman treatment,"\textsuperscript{33} and establish grounds for divorce.

The \textit{prima facie} case requires a showing of more than a fear of possible infection.\textsuperscript{34} To establish it the plaintiff must present a detailed medical affidavit confirming a seropositive HIV virus test and a personal affidavit that plaintiff engaged in no high risk behavior other than sexual relations with the "accused" spouse.

B. Economic issues.

Except for conduct that "shocks the conscience of the court," marital misconduct, such as adultery, is generally not relevant to property division at the time of divorce.\textsuperscript{35} Our view is that the only conduct of an AIDS infected spouse that rises to the "shock the conscience" level is intentional or negligent transmission of the disease to family members through high risk behavior.\textsuperscript{36}

In the absence of such deliberate or negligent wrongdoing, AIDS should simply be treated as any other fatal, debilitating disease such as brain cancer. The problem, responsibly and should be subject to criminal and tort sanctions. See AMA AIDS Report, supra note 11, at 2103.

"Cruel and inhuman treatment" is not necessarily limited to conduct which is either tortuous or criminal, though doing so would give some clear definition to an otherwise amorphous concept. Judicial decisions attempt to distinguish between "serious misconduct" which qualifies and "more incompatibility" which does not. Brady v. Brady, 64 N.Y.2d 339, 476 N.E.2d 290, 486 N.Y.S.2d 891 (1985); Hessen v. Hessen, 33 N.Y.2d 406, 308 N.E.2d 891, 353 N.Y.S.2d 421 (1974). The plaintiff must "generally show a course of conduct by the defendant spouse which is harmful to the physical or mental health of the plaintiff and makes cohabitation unsafe or improper." Brady v. Brady, 64 N.Y.2d 339, 343, 476 N.E.2d 290, 292, 486 N.Y.S.2d 891, 893 (1985). Intentional or negligent transmission of the HIV virus to an unknowing spouse would seem to qualify under this test. Indeed, there are some suggestions in the case law that the intent of the defendant in inflicting the "cruel and inhuman treatment" is not relevant. "[S]ection 170 of the Domestic Relations Law focuses exclusively upon the effect of the conduct complained of and makes it applicable only "to shock the conscience." Pajak v. Pajak, 56 N.Y.2d 394, 397, 437 N.E.2d 1138, 1139, 452 N.Y.S.2d 381, 382 (1982)(holding that mental illness is not an affirmative defense to a complaint of cruel and inhuman treatment)(emphasis added).

A spouse's unsupported fear that her estranged spouse may have infected her with the HIV virus is not sufficient for a tort action. The plaintiff must allege that she has tested seropositive for the HIV virus and that it has in fact been deliberately or negligently transmitted to her by her estranged spouse. Doe v. Doe, 136 Misc.2d 1015, 519 N.Y.S.2d 595 (Sup. Ct. 1987).\textsuperscript{37}
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however, is that the courts do not have a consistent legislative framework or philosophy to guide them in addressing this problem.

The Equitable Distribution Law ("EDL") is a comprehensive, integrated approach to the problems of economic distributions at divorce, which consist of three components: property division, maintenance and child support. EDL requires the court to consider thirteen factors in distributing marital property. They include "the probable future financial circumstances of each party," "any award of maintenance," and, most significantly for present purposes, "the age and health of both parties." The EDL also requires the court to consider similar factors in setting maintenance. A shorter group of factors (specifically excluding parental misconduct) determines child support payments, including "where practical and relevant, the standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage not been dissolved." Thus some, but not all, of the factors determining property distribution, maintenance, and child support require the court to consider the "needs" of the parents and the children. Others require consideration of their respective contributions to the marriage and raising of children. Still others mandate the court to maintain the pre-separation standard of living. The statute does not set a priority on any one factor but requires consideration of all. The breadth and inter-relationship of the factors to be considered allows the courts great flexibility to make economic determinations on a case by case basis.

Assume a defendant with AIDS in a divorce action is a parent with two children, who cannot work any longer because of his disease. Assume further that he does not have medical insurance coverage or life insurance. The family's total resources are, however, too great for the defendant to qualify for Medicaid. Finally, assume, as is likely, that the resources of the family are finite and all members of the family will be unable to maintain their standard of living after the divorce.

There are, in essence, three possible, but inconsistent, theories that could govern the division of the family's assets:

1. most family wealth could be distributed to the non-AIDS spouse and the children, since the AIDS spouse is likely to die. Making the AIDS spouse a virtual pauper will shift the considerable costs of his medical care to society by making him eligible for Medicaid. An unequal distribution of wealth to the healthy spouse and the children can be viewed as compensation for the irreparable loss of a future income provider.

2. alternatively, it could be argued that a disproportionate share of the family wealth should be distributed to the AIDS spouse because he needs extra resources to cover his medical costs and to prevent the indignity of pauperization by disease.

3. finally, a court could divide the family wealth without regard to whether one spouse had AIDS, on the theory that the decree represents a distribution of property rights that vest at the time that the divorce action is filed. The special future health needs of the AIDS spouse could be taken into account in setting maintenance payments.

None of these approaches is fully satisfactory.

Approach one, pauperization of the AIDS spouse, recognizes that the family will be losing a breadwinner and that the costs of medical care are likely to deplete the family's assets. It is, however, an ethically questionable attempt to shift the burden of medical care from the family to the state. The authorities regulating eligibility for Medicaid are likely to view the divorce distribution as a sham, and challenge it. Furthermore, the proposed pauperization of the AIDS spouse deprives him of property to which he is entitled.

Approach two, which distributes a larger share of the resources to the AIDS spouse, has

27 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 236 (B)(5)(d)(8) (McKinney 1986)
28 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 236 (B)(5)(d)(5) (McKinney 1986)
29 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 236 (B)(5)(d)(2) (McKinney 1986)
30 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 236 (B)(6)(1)-(11) (McKinney 1986)
31 N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 236 (B)(7)(3) (McKinney 1986)
32 Enforcement of a New York State Insurance Department regulation which prohibits HIV testing for health insurance applicants was recently enjoined. The State has declared its intention to appeal. The regulation does not address HIV testing for life insurance applicants. Health Ins. Ass'n v Corcoran, ___ N.Y.S.2d __ (Sup Ct 1988).
33 There is a substantial debate on the impact of AIDS on the life insurance industry. The industry estimates that by the mid-1990's AIDS related deaths could constitute 10% of the life insurance industry's total claims. AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INS., AIDS and LIFE INSURANCE 4 (1987). Life insurance companies routinely test for AIDS in connection with new individual (not group) applications for insurance. Id. at 19. See supra note 42.
34 People diagnosed as having AIDS are presumed to be disabled under the Supplemental Security Income program and thus become eligible for Medicaid. SSI "provides benefits to disabled persons with low incomes and few or no assets. In 36 states (where 90% of the reported AIDS cases have occurred) those eligible for Supplemental Security Income are automatically eligible for Medicaid... Patients with AIDS not qualifying for Supplemental Security Income may still become eligible for Medicaid as medically needy individuals..." Roper, From the Health Care Financing Administration, 258 J. A.M.A. 3489 (1987). Nationally, about 40% of AIDS patients are served under Medicaid, with the proportion rising to 65-70% in New York City. Id.
36 See Antis v. Antis, 108 A.D.2d 884, 889, 485 N.Y.S.2d 770, 771 (2d Dep't 1985) (trial court maintenance award to wife raised in light of her mental illness and disfigurement due to burns); Rodgers v. Rodgers, 98 A.D.2d 386, 389, 470 N.Y.S.2d 401, 404 (2d Dep't 1983)(increased maintenance award to wife in poor health to assist her in maintaining standard of living and to make health insurance payments).
support in a needs theory. However, it depletes resources available to the children for the benefit of the spouse who will die in the very near future.

Approach three seems to us, at least on the surface, to be the fairest. It neither punishes nor provides extra compensation for the spouse with AIDS. Any special needs of the AIDS spouse or the non-AIDS spouse and the children are recognized through maintenance or child support payments, which look to the future and can be modified. However, the neutrality approach leaves less resources available for the prospectively economically disadvantaged non-AIDS spouse and the children.

The difficulty of choosing between these competing approaches enhances the virtue of the flexibility provided to the courts by EDL. Decisions about which approach, or combination thereof, to apply should be made on a case by case basis. It is unlikely that any case will be as “pure” as our hypothetical.

The fundamental variables affecting AIDS related divorce economic decision-making are the balance between family and government responsibility in paying for the costs of medical care for AIDS patients and replacing their lost earning power. The longer an AIDS spouse can work, the less the economic impact of the divorce on the family unit. This reasoning emphasizes the importance of prohibitions against employment discrimination against AIDS carriers.

If possible, medical insurance coverage for both the AIDS infected spouse as well as the family should be preserved or obtained as part of a divorce settlement. Such coverage will help to reduce financial difficulties that the family faces. If hard economic choices have to be made, the needs of the children should be paramount. Therefore, while economic distributions should not punish an AIDS spouse, they should favor preserving a major percentage of the family wealth for the children’s benefit.

C. Child custody.

The traditional custody standard of “best interests of the child” should govern cases where one parent is seropositive.40 The risk of casual transmission of the HIV virus from parent to child is extremely remote. It is not, therefore, a sufficient basis for denying visitation or otherwise severing a functioning parent-child relationship. An infected parent, however, who deliberately or negligently engages in high risk behavior with his child (child abuse involving sexual contact or sharing dirty needles) should be denied unsupervised and possibly all visitation with the child.

Otherwise, the parent with AIDS should be treated as any other parent to the extent that their physical and mental condition permits.42 If, however, a parent’s physical and mental capacities and judgement subsequently become impaired, the court should modify a custody decree to redefine parental rights and responsibilities appropriately.

D. Involuntary Blood Tests.

Suppose in our hypothetical case the plaintiff moves for an involuntary HIV blood test of the defendant on the grounds that she suspects that the defendant has engaged in high risk sexual practices, or associates with high risk groups.52 The plaintiff argues that a seropositive HIV blood test will be relevant evidence in the divorce action.

CPLR § 3121, on its face, seems to authorize involuntary blood testing in matrimonial matters.52 Two lines of precedent, however, limit the apparently broad authorization of the statute. First, two of the four Appellate Divisions do not allow pre-trial disclosure on subjects related to marital fault.54 Second, despite the statutory authorization for involuntary medical examina-


Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield (New York City) does no medical underwriting of its individual applicants for basic insurance coverage. Acceptance of individual new applicants is not contingent upon their medical history or present medical condition. Major medical insurance is available from Empire Blue Cross & Blue Shield without medical underwriting once a year, during an open enrollment period. The individual contracts, however, exclude payment of benefits for pre-existing conditions during the first eleven months of coverage. Ehrlich, Paying for AIDS Care - The Insurance Issues (July 25, 1987) (unpublished address by Associate General Counsel of Empire Blue Cross-Blue Shield to Forum for Health Care Planning) (on file with Professor Schepard).

Other Blue Cross/Blue Shield Groups as well as private carriers have varying policies as to medical underwriting, availability of coverage and exclusions of pre-existing conditions.

The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 (COBRA), Pub. Law No. 99-272, 100 Stat 82 (1986), requires continuation of an employee’s group health insurance plan (if requested and with the employee or dependent paying the premium therefor) for 18 months for terminated employees and for 36 months for (1) a spouse and dependents of deceased employees and (2) a divorced or legally separated spouse and dependents of covered employee. COBRA does not apply, however, to employers who have less than 20 employees, to governmental plans or to self-insured plans.

N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 240(1) (McKinney 1986).


The recently enacted bill (see supra note 24) specifically exempts HIV tests ordered under the authority of CPLR § 3121. N.Y. SEN.B 9265A, § 2781 (July 15, 1988).

Divorce Cases.

The probative value especially salient when an AIDS issue is raised. The potential for abuse, have often troubles, the courts, based on the need of emotional and financial counseling. All family members should be educated about how to cope with the disease medically, financially and emotionally.

B. The Special Responsibilities of Counsel.

Lawyers in AIDS-related divorces bear a special responsibility to reduce acrimony, facilitate communication and planning for the future, and protect the welfare of the children.

The spouse who has not revealed his infection to the other spouse should strongly be encouraged to do so by counsel. If the client refuses, the lawyer faces an ethical dilemma and potential liability in deciding whether to reveal the infection to the other spouse.

Both counsel should discourage vindictiveness and hysteria. They should recognize the fear that AIDS inspires but help their clients place it in a realistic context. The lawyer should also help a client carefully consider whether divorce is, in fact, the most appropriate course of action.

Counsel faces a serious ethical dilemma if the client refuses to reveal his infection to his spouse despite counsel’s urgings. The client’s conditions would be a protected confidence. On the other hand, under the MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, a lawyer has discretion to reveal client confidences “to the extent that the lawyer reasonably believes necessary... to prevent the client from committing a criminal act that the lawyer believes is likely to result in imminent death or substantial bodily harm.”

Model Code of Professional Responsibility DR 4-101(c)(4) (1980) allows, but not requiring, a lawyer to disclose “intention of client to commit a crime and information necessary to prevent the crime despite client confidences.” A lawyer might also be subject to liability to the deliberately infected spouse under a Tarasoff theory if he fails to disclose his client’s infection. See Tarasoff v. Regents, 17 Cal.3d 425, 851 P.2d 334, 131 Cal. Rptr. 14 (1978). On the other hand, the lawyer who discloses the client’s confidences will discourage other AIDS carriers from the kind of candid client communication informed legal advice and representation requires; he might be liable to the client for breach of confidence if he discloses HIV infection against the client’s wishes. This complicated, conflicted subject deserves study by the Bar.

The American Medical Association has recently resolved this conflict in favor of protection of potential AIDS victims. Its House of Delegates adopted a policy requiring physicians to notify and counsel endangered third parties if patient persuasion fails and notified public health officials take no action to protect the third party. The AMA resolution also calls for legislation immunizing physicians from liability for disclosure. The President of the AMA called the resolution a “landmark in the history of medical ethics.” N.Y. Times, July 1, 1987 at A1, col. 3 & All col. 1. The recently enacted legislation allows physician disclosure after a patient’s informed consent to HIV testing. See supra note 24.


Kesseler v. Kesseler, 10 N.Y.2d 445, 180 N.E.2d 402, 225 N.Y.S.2d 1 (1962) is the basic case in New York authorizing the appointment of neutral experts to facilitate custody determinations.
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Forty one years of leadership in legal supplies and one and one half million corporation kits are your assurance of satisfaction with Uni-Kit, the corporation outfit that unites economy with quality.

Complete in every detail
Everything you need to fill the requirements of incorporation are in this kit and it is available in an attractive leather-like vinyl binder that is offered in tan or black.

Modern Construction, Traditional Protection
The new thermo-molded construction provides sure protection for the contents and also forms a pocket to hold the exclusive onyx and gold finish corporate seal. Order the Uni-Kit with either printed or blank by-laws, minutes and stock certificates. All-state always includes a stock transfer ledger and five indexes to organize your client’s records.

Fast Service and rush deliveries
Orders received by noon are shipped by 5:00 PM the same day — Freight Free. You can request rush delivery via Federal Express for a slight additional charge.

Mail or FAX your order in today.
Our FAX machine is open 24 hours 1 800 634-5184 (in NJ 201 272-0125) or Call 1 800 222-0510 (in NJ 201 272-0800 or 609 921-0104).

All-state
LEGAL SUPPLY CO.
One Commerce Drive
Cranford, NJ 07016

Uni-Kit™ is a trademark of All-state Legal Supply Co., One Commerce Dr., Cranford, NJ 07016.